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a b s t r a c t
Tidal turbines are subject to large hydrodynamic loads from combinations of currents
and waves, which contribute significantly to fatigue, extreme loading and power flow
requirements. Physical model testing enables these loads and power fluctuations to be
assessed and understood in a controlled and repeatable environment. In this work, a
1:15 scale tidal turbine model is utilised to further the fundamental understanding of the
influence of waves on tidal turbines. A wide range of regular waves are generated in both
following-current and opposing-current conditions. Wave frequencies range from 0.31 Hz
to 0.55 Hz & wave heights from 0.025 m to 0.37 m in a fixed 0.81 m/s current velocity.
Waves are selected and programmed specifically to facilitate frequency domain analysis,
and techniques are employed to isolate the effect of non-linear waves on turbine power
and thrust.
Results demonstrate that wave action induces large variations in turbine power and
thrust compared to current only conditions. For the range of conditions tested, peak
values of thrust and power exceed current-only values by between 7%–65% and 13%–160%
respectively. These wave-induced fluctuations are shown to increase with wave amplitude
and decrease with wave frequency. Following wave conditions exhibit greater variations
than opposing for waves with the same wave height and frequency due to the lower
associated wavenumbers.
A model is developed and presented to aid the understanding of the high-order har-
monic response of the turbine to waves, which is further demonstrated using steady
state coefficients under assumptions of pseudo-stationarity. This approach is proven to be
effective at estimating wave-induced power and thrust fluctuations for the combinations
ofwaves, currents and turbine state tested. The outcome ofwhich shows promise as a rapid
design tool that can evaluate the effect of site-specific wave–current conditions on turbine
performance.
© 2018 TheAuthors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CCBY
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction
Tidal stream power is a highly dense renewable energy source, which is both predictable and reliable. Recent studies
suggest that the theoretical available tidal power, in theUK alone, is 95 TWh/year (The CrownEstate, 2012), yet at present the
tidal resource remains largely unexploited. To take advantage of the resource potential, Tidal Stream Turbine (TST) devices
have been actively developed, with the first arrays currently being installed and commissioned (Atlantis, 2017).
∗ Corresponding author.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the causes of unsteady loads on tidal turbines. Shown from left to right: turbulence, shear flow and waves.
For farms of devices to be viable, TSTs will need to survive large hydrodynamic loads during their lifetime. Sites with
high flow velocities are typically targeted by developers, with notably fast flows occurring in the Pentland Firth, UK, and at
Raz Blanchard, France, which feature peak flows in excess of 5 m/s (Draper et al., 2014). In addition to large steady loads
resulting from these high mean current flows, unsteady loads from turbulence, waves and shear flow (Milne et al., 2010;
MacEnri et al., 2013; Milne et al., 2017) will cause fatigue in TST components, and determine the maximum expected loads
for structural design. These unsteady loads are depicted in Fig. 1. The unsteadywave-induced velocities can be several orders
of magnitude larger than those resulting from turbulence (Lust et al., 2013).
The importance of unsteady wave loading at tidal stream power sites is well communicated in industrial standards
and guidance documents. The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) recommends that waves are considered in
resource characterisation process (IEC TS 62600-201:2015, 2015), and additionally advises wavemeasurement programmes
where wave orbital velocities are likely to be greater than 20% of the rated current speed (IEC TS 62600-200:2013, 2013).
However, there is no defined standard for the prediction of unsteady wave loading on TSTs.
Several previous experimental and simulation studies have investigated TST performance and structural loading in the
presence of surface gravity waves, with the vast majority focusing on regular waves. The power and thrust performance of
scaled turbines under regular waves superimposed on the current were analysed in De Jesus Henriques et al. (2014), Gaurier
et al. (2013), Lust et al. (2013) and Luznik et al. (2013). As expected, mean values were found to be comparable to current-
only conditions, yet standard deviations were much greater; up to 40% of their mean values (Gaurier et al., 2013). These
significant variations have large implications for the design and operation of TST devices. The variation of turbine loading
with respect to wave phase and turbine depth were discussed in Lust et al. (2013) and Luznik et al. (2013). Experimental
studieswith a scaled device to examine the effects of turbine yawandwave frequency and amplitude on turbine performance
were reported in Galloway et al. (2014). The data obtained from this work and through the work discussed in Barltrop et al.
(2006), Faudot et al. (2012) and Guo et al. (2018) were also used to validate advanced Blade Element Momentum Theory
(BEMT) codes, which considered the effects of wave loading. A set of experiments to study the out-of-plane root bending
moments in attached flows, using an idealised representation of the unsteadiness imparted by turbulence and wave action
were reported in Milne et al. (2013) and Milne et al. (2015). These publications informed blade designers with a relatively
simple technique to study fatigue loadings due to oscillations of different frequencies on tidal turbines. The work described
in Fernandez-Rodriguez et al. (2014) explored extreme thrusts experienced by a scaled TST and reported peak thrust forces
close to 2.25 times themean thrust force for large waves opposing the current. A Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) study
of the effects of waves on turbine loading and performance, along with blade fatigue life, was presented in Tatum et al.
(2016).
This work extends the understanding of wave-induced loads on tidal turbines through experimental investigation using
a 1:15 scale, speed-controlled, TST. Awide variety of wave conditions are assessed in a single input current velocity, isolating
the fundamental influence of wave frequency and amplitude for waves both following and opposing the current. The effect
of opposing waves on turbine loads is not particularly well documented. However, due to flow bidirectionality in tidal
channels, waves are likely to oppose the current direction around half the time, and hence are a focus of the presented
tests. The analysis of the subsequent results is aided significantly by a frequency-domain methodology presented, whereby
the fundamental and higher harmonics corresponding to wave-induced loads are extracted frommeasured turbine load and
power spectra. The understanding gained through the presented analysis of turbine loads in regular wave conditions will
subsequently facilitate future work in understanding more complex loading in irregular waves.
The article is laid out as follows: The methodology is described in Section 2, where the TST model turbine, test facility
and instrumentation are first described in Sections 2.1 and 2.3. The sea state definition approach is detailed in Section 2.5,
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Fig. 2. CAD section view of the experimental turbine model (Payne et al., 2017).
which enables the frequency-domain calculations described in Section 3.2 to be effective. A theoretical analysis of expected
harmonic power and thrust response is detailed in Section 3.2, with a step-by-step description of how this analysis can
provide power and thrust estimates presented in Section 3.3. Results of wave-induced power and thrust variations identified
in the frequency domain are presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Further discussion is offered in Section 5, with concluding
remarks made in Section 6.
2. Experimental configuration and test methodology
This section describes the test configuration and methodology including a description of the TST model (Section 2.1),
the FloWave wave–current basin (Section 2.2), and the instrumentation layout (Section 2.3). The sea state definition
methodology is detailed in Section 2.5 with the resulting test plan described in Section 2.6.
2.1. The model turbine
The TST model is 1:15 scale, has a three-bladed horizontal axis rotor and is bottom-mounted. The rotor diameter,
D, is 1200 mm with the turbine rotor axis 1 m from the bed. The bottom-mounted configuration in the test-tank both
minimises disruption to the generated wave field and corresponds to the majority of full scale prototypes being currently
developed/deployed (see Parkinson and Collier, 2016; MayGen Ltd., 2016 for example). Themodel is fitted with load sensors
measuring flapwise root bending moment (RBM) for each blade and torque (Q ) and thrust (T ) on the overall rotor. The
flapwise root bending moment, equivalent to the streamwise root bending moment when the turbine is aligned to the flow,
is the moment measured about an axis parallel to the rotor plane. These load sensors are located ‘upstream’, in terms of load
path, of the shaft seal so that their measurements are not affected by the seal parasitic friction. The generator is simulated
by a brushless permanent magnet motor fitted with an encoder measuring the absolute angular position of the rotor. The
motor is directly connected to the rotor shaft in ‘direct drive’ fashion. The blades are designed to produce a rotor thrust
coefficient CT versus tip speed ratio (λ) curve similar to a full scale generic turbine. A detailed description of the turbine and
of its instrumentation can be found in Payne et al. (2017) but for convenience, a CAD section view of themodel is reproduced
in Fig. 2.
The turbine motor was operated in speed control mode with the rotational velocity, ω set to 90 rpm = 9.42 rad/s:
corresponding to a nominal tip-speed ratio, λ, of 7. The motor controller was tuned for the wave conditions tested and
was found to maintain speed with a variance between 1.18–1.59% depending on the wave conditions.
2.2. The test facility
All the experimental work discussed in this paper, was carried out at the FloWave Ocean Energy Research Facility, located
at the University of Edinburgh (UoE), UK (Ingram et al., 2014). Relevant publications studying wave–current interaction at
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Fig. 3. Schematic of FloWave in plan and oblique section (from Sutherland et al., 2017) showing: (A) Wavemaker paddles around circumference (168 Nr);
(B) Turning vanes and flow conditioning filters; (C) Current drive impeller units (28 Nr); (D) Buoyant raisable floor (15 m∅) below test area; (E) Idealised
streamlines of flow across tank floor.
Table 1
Description of installed instrumentation including position relative to the turbine rotor plane centre.
Type Model Variables measured Sample rate Rel. location [m]
[Hz] X Y Z
Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) Vectrino profiler U , V ,W 100 −2.40 0 0.60
Wave gauge FloWave η 128 0 0 –
TST instrumentation University of Edinburgh T , Q , RBM , θ 256 0 0 0
Load cell AMTI OR6–7 FX , FY , FZ , 256 0.49 0 −1.00
MX ,MY ,MZ
FloWave can be found in Draycott et al. (2017, 2018), whilst details of turbulence and flow characterisation are available
in Sutherland et al. (2017).
The facility, depicted in Fig. 3, is a circular, combinedwave and current basin,with a diameter of 25mand a nominalwater
depth of 2 m. There are 168 active-absorbing force-feedback wavemakers around the entire circumference of the facility
that are used to generate waves. Mounted in the plenum chamber beneath the floor are 28 impeller units that are used to
create a re-circulating flow system. The arrangement of impellers and wavemakers at the facility allows the generation of a
predominantly straight flow in any direction across the central test area and enables waves to be added to the current field
at any relative angle. The frequency range of the waves that can be generated is between 0.2–1.2 Hz with a maximumwave
height of 0.45 m attainable at 0.5 Hz. The maximum current velocity achievable is 1.6 m/s.
The 1.2 m diameter turbine, when installed in this facility, has a blockage ratio of 2.26%. Given the circular nature of the
basin this is calculated as the swept area of the turbine divided by the cross sectional area at the centre of the tank.
2.3. Instrumentation and configuration
In addition to the sensors integrated into the TST model (Section 2.1), additional instrumentation was installed through-
out the test volume as summarised in Table 1. This includes a resistance-typewave gauge tomeasurewater surface elevation,
an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) to measure current velocity, and a bottom-mounted six-axes (6-DOF) load cell to
measure forces, F , and moments, M , on the entire TST structure (blades, TST body and tower). The test set-up is illustrated
in Fig. 4, where the turbine is depicted to scale in conjunction with the installed instrumentation.
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Fig. 4. Location of test instrumentation in the FloWave basin relative to the rotor plane (dimensions in mm).
Fig. 5. Chord based Reynolds number variation with local radius.
2.4. Reynolds and froude numbers
The Reynolds and Froude numbers specified in this section are based on the mean onset flow velocity U¯ = 0.81 m/s, and
do not account for the wave induced velocity.
The rotor diameter based Reynolds number is given by:
ReD = ρ · U · D
µ
(1)
where ρ and µ are the water density and kinematic viscosity respectively. ReD = 975 000 throughout the study presented
herein.
The blade chord based Reynolds number is calculated based on rotor rotational velocity:
Rec(r) = ρ · ω · r · c(r)
µ
(2)
where r is the local radius and c(r) the corresponding local blade chord length. Fig. 5 shows the variation of Rec with radius.
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Fig. 6. Example of a stable region of waves used for snippet analysis. Ramp up, stable and regions with reflections shown.
The Froude number of the test facility is given by:
Fr = U√
gh
(3)
where g is the gravitational acceleration and h the channel water depth. For the experiments reported in this article,
Fr = 0.18.
2.5. Defining and producing sea states
2.5.1. Effective sea state definition
The aim of these tests is to use monochromatic ‘regular’ waves to gain an insight into the fundamental TST response in
simplewave–current conditions. It is therefore important to isolate the turbine response to the desiredwave conditions from
other sources such as turbulence and reflected waves. The approach adopted to achieve this is to rely on Fourier analysis of
load time series to isolate to frequency components associated with the regular wave frequency. Moreover, it is necessary
to identify a ‘snippet’ within each test, ∆t , which corresponds to a stable region of the time series. This is illustrated in
an exaggerated manner in Fig. 6. This approach ensures that the desired wave heights have been attained (out of ramp-up
period), and that there are no interfering wave-induced velocity components from reflected waves. Note that in Fig. 6 wave
heights are reduced once reflections are present, which is an example of a destructive interference location. The partial
standing wave formed will cause varying degrees of constructive and destructive interference spatially.
Choosing a time-period, such as depicted in Fig. 6, which removes the effect of reflection enables more accurate results to
be inferred from the tests. Further considerations can also improve the quality of the Fourier analysis. If the generation wave
frequency, fi, is chosen with the likely ∆t in mind (from theoretical group velocities in current), and vice versa, then it can
be guaranteed that the snippet duration is equal to an exact integer number of wave cycles. This is highly desirable for the
Fourier analysis of the corresponding time series as it minimises spectral leakage on the frequency components associated
with wave induced loads (see Payne et al., 2009 for more detail).
For deterministic wave generation systems, such as those developed by Edinburgh Designs Ltd. and utilised in FloWave,
the frequency increments used to define sea state are defined by the repeat time, TR, of the sea state. The repeat time defines
the test length required to obtain the desired spectrum, ensuring every wave frequency present has undergone an integer
number of cycles. The lowest frequency available, and hence the resulting frequency resolution, ∆f , is then simply the
reciprocal of the repeat time as shown in Eq. (4):
∆f = 1
TR
(4)
When generating a regular wave the frequency chosen, fi, must be an integer multiple,M , of these frequency increments:
fi = M∆f (5)
To ensure the chosen frequency will correspond exactly to a frequency component of the Fourier analysis, the snippet must
include an integer number, N , of the wave period, Ti:
∆t = NTi = Nfi =
N
M∆f
(6)
If Eq. (6) is not satisfied for all frequency components of interest, as will be the case in real ocean conditions, then
spectral leakage will occur and component amplitudes resulting from an FFT are no longer as useful for comparison. All
the combinations of wave periods and snippet durations used for the experiments presented in this article were chosen so
that they satisfy equation (6). The final wave specifications and test plan are described in Section 2.6.
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Table 2
Regular wave frequencies chosen to keep repeat times small, along with resulting snippet times used
ensuring no reflections are present.
Target Obtained Repeat Following wave Opposing wave
frequency [Hz] frequency fi [Hz] time TR [s] snippet times∆t [s] snippet times∆t [s]
0.3 0.308 3.25 8 – 14.5 13 – 16.25
0.35 0.348 5.75 8 – 13.75 16 – 21.75
0.4 0.4 2.5 10 – 20 27 – 34.5
0.45 0.444 2.25 10 – 19
0.5 0.5 2 13 – 25
0.55 0.545 5.5 13 – 24
Table 3
Frequencies and relative amplitudes used forwaves in a nominal following current of 0.8m/s.
Each test is repeated five times.
Frequency Relative input wave height
[Hz] 0.25 0.5 1 (0.1 m) 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 4
0.308 X X X X
0.348 X
0.4 X X X X X
0.444 X
0.5 X
0.545 X
2.5.2. Correcting sea states in the presence of current
For this study, regular waves are desired to be generated in 0.81 m/s of opposing and following relative current in the
FloWave basin. This large current will significantly alter the form of the waves including wave height, length and associated
velocities (see Jonsson et al., 1970). As the specifics of thewave phase is not important for these tests, and is hard to guarantee
due to the presence of turbulence, only the regularwave amplitudeneeds to be corrected. This has been carried out iteratively
in the frequency domain using Eq. (7), and applied to the identified wave snippets uninfluenced by reflections. Only the
fundamental wave frequency, fi, is considered in this correction process.
A(fi)in,j+1 = [ A(fi)desiredA(fi)measured,j ]A(fi)in,j (7)
where A(fi)in,j+1 is the input wave amplitude for frequency i and iteration j+1, A(fi)desired is the desired value and A(fi)measured,j
is the measured value at iteration j.
2.6. Test plan
In this study monochromatic waves were used, as opposed to irregular waves, to enable a fundamental exploration of
turbine response to a less complex wave–current velocity field. When using regular waves, it is therefore desirable to isolate
the response to a variety of key wave parameters. The presented test plan primarily explores, separately, the influence of
wave frequency, and amplitude, on the turbine response in both following and opposing waves.
Six target regular wave frequencies were chosen for exploration ranging from 0.31 Hz to 0.55 Hz tank scale. This corre-
sponds, using Froude number similitude, to between 7.1 s and 12.5 s full-scale wave periods and hence are representative
of commonly occurring surface gravity waves. As discussed in Section 2.5, the use of short wave segments means that it is
desirable to have short repeat times, which in turn influences the available frequencies. The wave frequencies chosen for
use are shown in Table 2 in combination with the sea state repeat time. Due to the short times achieved, for every test it
was possible to identify a segment of good data containing an integer number of wave cycles. These snippet times are also
displayed in Table 2 and as discussed, this improves the quality of the analysis significantly.
The frequency–amplitude combinations used for both following and opposing waves are presented in Tables 3 and 4,
noting that five repeats are used for each combination. The different ranges of wave conditions used for opposing and
following waves are due a combination of wavemaker limits and wave–current interaction effects. The target wave height
for the constant amplitude–variable frequency tests is 0.1 m. Sea states underwent a correction procedure to obtain this
amplitude using the methodology detailed in Section 2.5.2, and subsequently scaled using a linear gain factor to assess the
influence of wave amplitude.
3. Theory and modelling
This section describes the calculation of turbine-related parameters, including basic parameters (Section 3.1), spectral
identification of wave-induced power and thrust (Section 3.2), and the semi-empirical model used for prediction and
comparison (Section 3.3).
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Table 4
Frequencies and relative amplitudes used for waves in a nominal opposing current of 0.8m/s.
Each test is repeated five times.
Frequency Relative input wave height
[Hz] 0.25 0.5 1 (0.1 m) 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 4
0.308 X X X X X
0.348 X
0.4 X X X X X
3.1. Basic turbine parameters
A number of variables are obtained directly from the data acquisition systems, see Section 2.3. This section covers those
which are derived quantities.
To calculate instantaneous measured turbine power ‘output’, P , the torque, Q , can be used in combination with encoder
measurements of angular position, θ , of the rotor:
P = Qω ; ω = dθ
dt
(8)
The theoretical power, Pth, can be described by:
Pth = 12CPρAU
3 (9)
where ρ is the fluid density, A = πR2 is the rotor plane area (with R as the rotor radius), U is the rotor-averaged current
velocity (equivalent to Eq. (15) in waves), and CP is the coefficient of power. CP can be obtained experimentally by:
CP = 2P
ρAU3
= 2Qω
ρAU3
(10)
Similarly the coefficient of thrust, CT , can be calculated as:
CT = 2T
ρAU2
(11)
where T is the measured thrust. The values of CP and CT are characteristic of rotor performance. It is often of interest to
calculate these quantities for a range of turbine speeds relative to the inflow velocity. This is often assessed using a tip-speed
ratio, λ, defined in Eq. (12).
λ = ωR
U
(12)
These calculated parameters are referred to throughout the article.
3.2. Spectral identification of wave-induced variations
As discussed in Section 2.5 it is desired to be able to identify the influence of waves on the turbine response in the
frequency domain, rather than implementing time-domain approaches. This enables the influence of waves to be isolated
from turbulence and bulk flow variations more effectively in the analysis. This section explores how this may be assessed
for turbine power and thrust, and used to inform the subsequent analysis of experimental data.
Turbulence will be relatively insignificant when considering turbine response in the frequency bins corresponding to
frequencies and harmonics of the regular waves. Indeed, Martinez et al. (2018) have shown that for the same turbine model
and similar flow conditions, the thrust load associated with the fundamental frequency of the waves is about two order
of magnitude higher than turbulence induced thrust. The effect of turbulence is therefore neglected for the purpose of the
analysis. Under this approach, turbine power and thrust in waves can be described by Eqs. (13) and (14).
PU,w(t) = 12CPρA[U
∗(t)]3 (13)
T U,w(t) = 12CTρA[U
∗(t)]2 (14)
where CP and CT are a function of λ(U∗(t)). U∗(t) is the weighted rotor-averaged instantaneous current velocity including
waves:
[U∗(t)]n = 1∫ z2
z1
w(z)dz
∫ z2
z1
[ ¯U(z)+ uw(z, t)]nw(z)dz (15)
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Table 5
Fourier coefficients for power and thrust. Shown up to sixth order with respect to ϕ.
Order Power Thrust
0 U¯3 + 3U¯U
2
w,1
2 +
3U2
w,1Uw,2
4 +
3U¯U2
w,2
2 U¯
2 + U
2
w,1
2 +
U2
w,2
2
1
3U2
w,1
4 + 3U¯2Uw,1 +
3Uw,1U2w,2
2 + 3U¯Uw,1Uw,2 2U¯Uw,1 + Uw,1Uw,2
2
3U3
w,2
4 + 3U¯2Uw,2 +
3U¯U2
w,1
2 +
3U2
w,1Uw,2
2 2U¯Uw,2 +
U2
w,1
2
3
U3
w,1
4 +
3Uw,1U2w,2
2 + 3U¯Uw,1Uw,2 Uw,1Uw,2
4
3U2
w,1Uw,2
4 +
3U¯U2
w,2
2
U2
w,2
2
5
3Uw,1U2w,2
2
6
U3
w,2
4
where n = 3 for power and n = 2 for thrust, andw is a weighting function, equal to thewidth of the rotor plane as a function
of z position:
w(z) = 2
√
R2 − (z − zo)2 (16)
where zo is the z-position of the centre of the rotor, and |z − zo| < R. uw is wave-induced streamwise velocity, and U¯ is
the bulk flow velocity at a given z. For a regular wave of amplitude a and wavenumber K , the wave-induced velocity can be
described at a given x− z location, to second-order (Baddour and Song, 1990) as:
uw(x, z, t) = gaK
σr
cosh(K (z + h))
cosh(Kh)
sin(Kx− σ t)+ 3a
2Kσr
4 sinh4(Kh)
cosh(2K (z + h)) sin(2(Kx− σ t)) (17)
where g is acceleration due to gravity, σ is the angular frequency and σr is the relative angular frequency i.e. the frequency
observed in a reference framemoving at the same velocity as the mean current, x is the streamwise position, z is the vertical
position in water depth h. Wavenumber and relative angular frequency are defined below:
σ
K
= U +
√
g
K
tanh(Kh) ; σr =
√
Kg tanh(Kh) (18)
Defining Uw,1 = gaKσr cosh(K (z+h))cosh(Kh) , Uw,2 = 3a
2Kσr
4 sinh4(Kh)
cosh(2K (z + h)) and ϕ = Kx− σ t , Eqs. (13) and (14) can be re-written
as Eqs. (19) and (20) respectively.
PU,w(t) = CPρA
2
∫ z2
z1
w(z)dz
∫ z2
z1
[ ¯U(z)+ Uw,1(z) cos(ϕ)+ Uw,2(z) cos(2ϕ)]3w(z)dz (19)
T U,w(t) = CTρA
2
∫ z2
z1
w(z)dz
∫ z2
z1
[ ¯U(z)+ Uw,1(z) cos(ϕ)+ Uw,2(z) cos(2ϕ)]2w(z)dz (20)
It is to be noted that alternative formulations exist for the computation of peak wave–current loads, such as that
presented (Fernandez-Rodriguez et al., 2014). In this paper the viscous forces from waves and currents are decoupled, with
the formulation adapted from an actuator disc model for the calculation of loads on jacket structures (Taylor et al., 2013).
To aid visualisation, it is useful to assume that fluctuations in CP (λ(t)) and CT (λ(t)) are negligible compared to wave-
induced velocity contribution to power and thrust variation, i.e. can be approximated by CP (λ¯) and CT (λ¯). The frequency
domain response can then be visualised using the Fourier series corresponding to the cube/square of the instantaneous total
current velocity. As shown by the small variations in CP and CT around λ = 7 in Section 4.1, this assumption is valid when
wave induced velocities are relatively small. From expansion of the velocity terms in Eqs. (19) and (20), the resulting Fourier
series for wave-induced thrust and power spectra is presented in Table 5.
In addition to the symbolic representation of the wave-induced power and thrust harmonic content (Table 5), a visual
representation is provided in Figs. 7 and 8. The relative value of the harmonics are shown compared to the mean value
without waves. In these figures these harmonics are shown as a function of Uw,1/U¯ and Uw,2/Uw,1. This represents the
relative magnitude of linear wave-induced velocity fluctuations to the mean velocity, and the relative value of the second-
order wave terms relative to the fundamental. This essentially describes the harmonic response as a function of how large
the waves are to the current, and how non-linear the waves are.
Using the visualisation presented in Figs. 7 and 8 a number of observations can be made. Assessing n = 0, it is clear that
there is an increase in both mean power and thrust in the presence of waves. The wave contribution to mean power is quite
large whenwave-induced velocities are a significant proportion of the bulk flow, highlighting a potential benefit of waves at
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Fig. 7. Contours of theoretical Fourier coefficients in the power spectrum relative to the mean power without waves. Shown for various wave velocities
relative to the mean flow, and various degrees of wave non-linearity. The region enclosed by dotted lines indicates that explored in the presented
experimental test programme.
Fig. 8. Contours of theoretical Fourier coefficients in the thrust spectrum relative to the mean thrust without waves. Shown for various wave velocities
relative to the mean flow, and various degrees of wave non-linearity. The region enclosed by dotted lines indicates that explored in the presented
experimental test programme.
tidal sites despite the increased loading. Harmonic contribution to power and thrust variations decrease with n. For realistic
cases, harmonics above 3rd order in power and 2nd order in thrust are negligible. It is also evident that these terms are not
presentwhenwaves can be assumed linear i.e. whenUw,2 = 0 (x = 0 on Figs. 7 and 8) . The inclusion of second-orderwaves,
however, serves to increase the contribution from all harmonics, and as such load fluctuations will be under-estimated if
these second-order effects are ignored.
3.2.1. Calculating maximum wave-induced power and thrust
Figs. 7 and 8 detail the expected relative magnitude of spectral peaks corresponding to harmonics of the wave frequency.
This informs which components are of interest in understanding turbine response and need to be considered in the analysis.
These harmonics can be used to identify the maximum wave-induced power and thrust values. To do this, the components
of interest have been extracted from the measured force spectra (for thrust measurements up to fourth-order terms are
included, whilst power includes up to sixth-order and wave-induced velocity up to second), before taking the maximum
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value of an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) including only these components. This approach effectively isolates wave-
inducedmaxima from those incorporating turbulence. As thesemaximumvalues are crucial for design, the results presented
in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 include the response to the fundamental wave frequency, along with these maximumwave-induced
values.
3.3. Semi-empirical model
The theory presented in Section 3.2 is used to understand the harmonic response of the turbine to second order waves,
which aids in the approach to analyse the experimental results; themain focus of the article. However, in addition, it can also
be adapted to estimate power and thrust providing a number of simplifying assumptions (in addition to pseudo-stationarity)
can be made. Namely that:
1. Reference velocity as measured in the absence of the turbine is a good approximation for wave–current interaction
calculations
2. Effects of dynamic stall can be neglected
3. Turbulence can be ignored
4. Effects of vertical component of wave-induced velocity can be neglected
For the generation of Figs. 7 and 8, it was not necessary to know the absolute values of parameters as relative values of
power and thrust are presented for visualisation. To obtain absolute estimated values of power and thrust to compare with
measurements, however, estimates of U¯ , CP (t), CT (t), and U∗(t) are required.
For estimating CP (t) and CT (t), pseudo-stationarity is assumed. Interpolated values are obtained from current only tests,
for every time step, as a function of the instantaneous tip speed ratio. To obtain this tip speed ratio, and to estimate wave-
induced loads on the turbine (K dependency on U) it is required to have good estimates for ¯U(z). An undisturbed reference
velocity (U¯(z)) has been used for all calculations, ensuring that CP and CT , along with the velocity used for power and
thrust calculations are consistent. This is analogous to predicting full scale turbine loads based on pre-deployment site
characterisation measurements.
Additionally, from Noble et al. (2015) it is also known that the velocity without a turbine present obeys a 1/15th power
law. This has been incorporated into the reference ¯U(z) estimates, usingmeasurements at tip height (zbase) as the base velocity
and Eq. (21):
U¯(z) = U¯(zbase)( zbase − zzbase )
1/15 (21)
This semi-empirical model is presented in conjunction with the experimental results to provide comparison. The
procedure used to estimate wave-induced power and thrust is as follows:
1. Obtain value of a from FFT of wave gauge data located above turbine: snippet used including only high quality data,
which is a multiple of the repeat time
2. Use a to predict Uw,1(z) and Uw,2(z)
(a) K calculated using the U¯ at tip height, with Eq. (18)
(b) Eq. (17) used to calculate Uw,1(z) and Uw,2(z) at various z positions spanning the rotor plane
3. Eq. (21) used to obtain ¯U(z)
4. Weighted rotor-average values of total velocity (
√
U2 and 3
√
U3) computed from Eq. (15) for every time-step and
calculate instantaneous λ values
5. Estimates of CP (t) and CT (t) are obtained by interpolating themeasured steady state data, using λ from each time step
(with ω = 90rpm for the presented tests)
6. Wave-induced power and thrust variations computed using Eqs. (19) and (20)
7. Spectral analysis applied to the resulting time-series allows direct comparisons to frequency domain power and thrust
variations obtained from experiments
4. Results
Prior to presenting the results from themain experimental programme, baseline turbine data is shown in Section 4.1. The
results of the frequency-domain turbine response analysis are then presented. Wave-induced fluctuations in streamwise
velocity, turbine power and thrust are presented as a function of wave amplitude and frequency in Sections 4.2 and 4.3
respectively.
In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, fluctuations at the fundamentalwave frequency alongwithwave-inducedmaxima are shown. The
wave-induced change to the mean values of power and thrust are not presented as it is not possible to isolate wave-induced
changes to the mean values from changes due to current velocity variations. The short analysis times used for the ‘snippet’
approach result in a variable value of the mean current velocity. As the n = 0 contribution is very sensitive to this (see
Table 5), themean values of power and thrust also vary significantly due to current alone. The time period required to have a
stablemean velocity at FloWave is around aminute (see Sutherland et al., 2017) and hence a significantly longer time period
that is currently possible would be required to obtain a reasonable comparison.
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Fig. 9. Power and thrust coefficients as a function of tip speed ratio, with Uref = 0.81 m/s. Error bars denote the standard deviation observed in each
5 min test. The two sets of arrows indicate the minimum and maximum range of expected instantaneous tip speed ratios as a result of waves for the tests
presented.
4.1. Baseline turbine information: Power and thrust
The baseline rotor behaviour in current-only conditions is well described by the power and thrust coefficients, CP and
CT (Eqs. (10) and (11)). These are shown for a wide range of λ values in Fig. 9. All data were obtained in a reference current
velocity of 0.81 m/s, and different λ values were obtained by varying the rotational speed of the turbine. The value of the
current velocity used to calculate the CP and CT values from Eqs. (10) and (11) was taken as the expected mean weighted
velocity over the rotor plane. This has been informed from long-run (900 s) ADV measurements at hub height without the
turbine present along with an assumed 1/15th (Noble et al., 2015) power law: resulting in a value of 0.81 m/s. It is worth
noting that throughout the tests presented themean (over each test) correlation values and signal-to-noise ratios of the ADV
were kept above 95% and 20 respectively.
The expected instantaneous λ range for the smallest and largest waves are indicated by the arrows on Fig. 9. The small
arrow indicates the expected range of λ values in the smallest wave tested, with the large arrow indicating the range
associated with the largest wave. It is evident that for those conditions which induce small variations in λ, the variations in
effective CP and CT are relatively small and as such are negligible compared with the wave-induced velocity contribution to
power and thrust variation. However, for the larger waves this is no longer a valid assumption, and hence the interpolation
method described in Section 3.3 is required to obtain estimated values.
The experimentally obtained mean values of power and thrust (at scale) at λ = 7 are 119 W and 258 N respectively, and
put the wave-induced variations presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 into perspective.
4.2. Effect of wave amplitude
To demonstrate how surface elevations and corresponding turbine response are identified in the frequency domain, an
example is given in Fig. 10. This shows the time and frequency domain equivalents of the surface elevation and resulting
turbine power output for an amplitude sweep in 0.4 Hz opposing waves. From Fig. 10, it is evident that the magnitude of the
surface elevations and wave-induced power fluctuations are well represented in the frequency domain. Power is negatively
correlated with surface elevation due to the direction of propagation of the waves (opposing). Second-order contribution
to waves is also evident from the peak at 0.8 Hz in the surface elevation spectra, which will impact the magnitude of the
expected peak loads and power fluctuations of the turbine. Additional ‘ripples’ are noted in the time-series of power, which
correspond to blade tower shadow effects occurring three times per revolution.
As described in Tables 3 and 4, a range of wave amplitudeswere generated for 0.31 Hz and 0.4 Hzwaves, in both opposing
and following conditions. The magnitude of the wave-induced variations are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 for 0.31 Hz and 0.4 Hz
respectively. These showwave-induced variations in thrust, power, and streamwise velocity, U , 2D upstream of the turbine
(as depicted in Fig. 4). The magnitude of turbine response at the fundamental wave frequency and maximumwave induced
values are presented (see Section 3.2.1), with the difference between the two indicating the extent of higher order response
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Fig. 10. Frequency and time-domain examples of surface elevation and corresponding variations in power. One repeat of each of the 5 amplitudes at 0.4 Hz
shown in opposing current. Time-series data is low pass filtered at 4 Hz to aid visibility.
for the different wave frequencies. Also shown on the right hand axis of Figs. 11 and 12 is the percentage variations relative
to current only mean values.
As expected, lower frequency–higher amplitude waves cause larger fluctuations. Some of these large wave conditions
induce very significant variations in velocity and subsequently in turbine loads and power, with the largest 0.31 Hz opposing
wave inducing power and thrust variations exceeding current only values by 160% and 65% respectively. For a given wave
amplitude and frequency, it is observed that waves in following current conditions induce larger variations in power and
thrust. This is expected due to the smaller associated K values, and corresponding reduced depth attenuation of wave-
induced velocity components. Also as predicted, from Fig. 7, greater higher-order content is observed in the power than
is seen in thrust, indicated by the difference between fundamental and maximum response. For all but the largest–lowest
frequency waves, however, the response at the fundamental frequency largely describes the turbine behaviour in waves.
This is due to the small relativemagnitude ofUw,1 to U¯ , meaning that perturbations around themean velocity are reasonably
approximated as linear (see Figs. 7 and 8).
Also shown in Figs. 11 and 12 is the repeatability for the experimentally derived response at the fundamental. Error bars
denote the standard deviation between the five repeats (shown for fundamental response only for clarity). It is noted that
the extracted wave-induced turbine power and thrust are very repeatable, even though there is reduced repeatability in the
wave-induced velocities.
Despite the semi-empirical model omitting various physical features of the turbine behaviour, it is evident that the
pseudo-stationary approach predicts both the first-order wave-induced fluctuations and the peak wave-induced power and
thrust reasonably well. This suggests it may be a useful practical approach in predicting turbine loads. However, it is to be
noted that its validity may be limited to the high λ values used in the experiments, which is discussed further in Section 5.2.
4.3. Effect of wave frequency
An example of the time and frequency domain response to differing wave frequencies are shown in Fig. 13 for the
frequency sweep in following current. It is clear that the magnitude of the oscillations observed in the time domain are
captured spectrally. Comparing between the surface elevation and the power, it is evident that lower frequency result in
increased loading due to the lower K values, and reduced attenuation with depth. It is worth noting that in this example,
waves are following the current, and as such power is now positively correlated to the surface elevation, unlike the opposing
current example shown in Fig. 10.
The turbine response to different wave frequencies in both opposing and following current conditions is shown in Fig. 14.
In addition towave-induced variations in thrust, power, and streamwise velocity,U , wave amplitudes asmeasured above the
turbine are shown. It is evident, fromFig. 14 that the effect of frequency,within this range, is quite limited. Indeed, comparing
frequency response in complete isolation is somewhat challenging as the amplitudes of the waves were not precisely equal.
However, despite having smaller wave amplitudes, a larger response to 0.31 Hz and 0.35 Hz following waves is observed
for turbine power, thrust and U . This is due to decreased velocity attenuation with depth for lower frequencies (lower K
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Fig. 11. Wave induced fluctuations in various parameters as a function of wave amplitude. Shown for opposing and following waves at 0.31 Hz in a mean
current velocity of 0.81 m/s, along with predicted values. Error bars denote the standard deviation between the 5 repeats. Left hand axis shows absolute
wave-induced fluctuations, whilst right hand axis shows these variations as a percentage of current only values.
values), thus inducing larger total velocity fluctuations when averaged over the rotor plane. This is also the explanation for
the significantly reduced turbine response in opposing wave conditions. The opposing current increases K and hence causes
greater attenuation with depth.
Similar to the results for wave amplitude, the semi-empirical model provides reasonable estimates of the fundamental
and peak wave-induced variations in power and thrust to a variety of wave frequencies of (near) constant amplitude. The
discrepancies that do exist may be a result of a number of assumptions/simplifications. This, along with other potential
reasons are discussed further in Section 5.2.
5. Discussion
5.1. Assessment of frequency-domain analysis approach
To effectively isolate the frequency domain response of the turbine in regular waves a combined wave generation–
analysis strategy was implemented: wave frequencies were chosen specifically to facilitate spectral analysis. This ensured
that awhole number of incidentwaveswere analysed for each frequency–height–direction combination,with 5 repeats used
to verify the consistency of the procedure. The repeatability was found to be extremely high, indicated by the low standard
deviations in fundamental response shown in Figs. 11, 12 and 14. This demonstrates that the approach was effective in
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Fig. 12. Wave induced fluctuations in various parameters as a function of wave amplitude. Shown for opposing and following waves at 0.4 Hz in a mean
current velocity of 0.81 m/s, along with predicted values. Error bars denote the standard deviation between the 5 repeats. Left hand axis shows absolute
wave-induced fluctuations, whilst right hand axis shows these variations as a percentage of current only values.
isolating wave-induced turbine response from the influence of turbulence and wave reflections, and that perhaps for future
tests the number of repeats can be reduced. This suggests that this methodology can be implemented to rapidly assess
wave-induced loads on bottom-mounted tidal turbines, requiring very short time-frames to assess combinations of wave
frequency, amplitude, and relativewave–current angle. The analysis approach presented, considering all relevant harmonics
of the wave frequency, is also crucial to the method’s success and ensures that peak wave-induced loads are not under-
estimated.
It is evident from Figs. 11, 12 and 14 that, in general, the experimentally obtained wave-induced power and thrust
variations were larger than predicted from the model. Although there are a number of reasons why the discrepancy may
result from the model, as discussed further in Section 5.2, it also may suggest that the contribution of turbulence to the
frequency bins corresponding to the waves may be non-negligible resulting in experimentally obtained wave-induced
variations being over-represented. It is estimated, from baseline turbulence measurements, that the turbulent amplitude
associated with the frequency bins of velocity corresponding to the wave fundamental frequency is between 0.01 m/s and
0.03 m/s depending on the test length and frequency. As a result of the differing phases of the stochastic turbulence and
deterministic wave, these will combine differently depending on the precise nature of the turbulence measured in each
repeat snippet. It can therefore be inferred that the effect of this turbulence on the response at the fundamental wave
frequency is fairly negligible as the repeatability is high. In general this effect will be negligible when the wave amplitudes
are large, however may cause significant discrepancy for tests with small waves, and for the extraction of higher wave
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Fig. 13. Frequency and time-domain examples of surface elevation and corresponding variations in power. Shown for 6 frequencies with a single target
amplitude, in following current. Time-series data is low pass filtered at 4 Hz to aid visibility.
harmonics. The apparent wave-induced loads and power will be artificially increased relative to the theory as the wave
gauge measurements will be unaffected.
5.2. Applicability of semi-empirical model
Reasonable agreement between the semi-empirical model and experimental results was found in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
Mean errors in estimated fundamental power and thrust response were found to be less than 5% and 3% respectively,
with corresponding mean peak wave-induced response errors less than 7% and 5%. The largest individual errors are a little
over 20%, however, in general this approach proved relatively effective, despite a number of simplifying assumptions (see
Section 3.3). The fact that the model provides good predictions despite these assumptions suggests that this simple and fast
approach may be a useful tool for TST developers to superimpose wave field scatter plots on tidal flow data to obtain load
and power fluctuation estimates, and only requires a well understood map of CP and CT to provide reasonable results. It is
expected, however, that some of the assumptionsmade in themodel are valid for these experiments yetmay not be for other
combinations of wave–current conditions and turbine operating point. It is therefore important to understand the limit of
their validity.
One of the most significant of these assumptions is that a single estimated velocity can be used for the wave–current-
turbine interaction calculations. It appears not to be too significant for the conditions presented in this paper, however,
adaptations would clearly be required for conditions where the turbine more significantly alters the flow. This would have
the effect of reducing the effective velocity for the wave–current interaction calculations, thus altering the wave heights,
wavenumbers and corresponding TST loads.
As the model presented uses a pseudo-stationary, rotor-averaged approach, dynamic effects are ignored including the
effect of dynamic stall. This also could be one of the main reasons for the mismatch between the theory presented and the
experimental results. However, the high λ values used in this work mean this is unlikely to be significant other than for
the largest wave cases. For turbines operating at lower λ values, however, this effect may not be ignored, and the reader is
pointed to Milne et al. (2015) for more details on this phenomenon.
5.2.1. Suitability of linear wave theory
For the wave–current conditions presented it has been noted that, in general, there are only very small differences
between estimated turbine power and thrust when using linear or second order wave–current theory. This is not the case
for the very large, low frequencywaves where the second-order velocity components are still appreciable lower down in the
water column. The largest discrepancy is therefore observed for the 0.31 Hz–0.37 m (height) wave. For this wave condition,
there is approximately a 2% reduction in the estimate of peak power, and 1.4% reduction in peak thrust. Although these
errors are not particularly large, they serve to further under-predict the peak wave-induced loads. It is therefore a prudent
approach to include second-order wave-induced velocities for TST load calculations.
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Fig. 14. Wave induced fluctuations in various parameters as a function of wave frequency. Shown for opposing and following waves in a mean current
velocity of 0.81 m/s. Error bars denote the standard deviation between the 5 repeats. Left hand axis shows absolute wave-induced fluctuations, whilst right
hand axis shows these variations as a percentage of current only values.
6. Conclusions
This paper presents an experimental investigation into the power and thrust response of a 1:15 scale tidal turbine under a
wide range of regular wave conditions in a constant current velocity. The influence of wave amplitude and frequency on the
power and thrust variations in both following and opposing conditions are assessed; utilising a frequency domain analysis
approach to isolate the wave-induced components. Special care is taken to ensure high quality of the frequency analysis
by avoiding frequency spilling and the effect of wave reflection. Large variations are observed which increase with wave
amplitude, decrease with frequency, and are larger for following current conditions. For the range of conditions tested, peak
values of thrust and power exceed current only values by between 7%–65% and 13%–160% respectively.
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The frequency-domain analysis approach is shown to be effective, isolating wave-induced components from turbulence
and bulk flow variations. From the theoretical analysis, considering second-order waves, it is noted that although high-
order harmonic response is expected, the magnitude of these are negligible above third-order in power and second-
order in thrust. There is good agreement between experimental results and the theory presented; providing reasonable
estimates of both the fundamental and peak response of turbine power and thrust to waves. This work hence increases the
understanding of fundamental wave–current-turbine interaction, demonstrates an effectivemethodology for isolating these
effects experimentally, and details the applicability of a computationally efficient semi-empirical methods for analysis.
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